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Chapter 1: Derivatives Market Overview 

Nature of Derivatives  

 Derivative: an instrument whose value depends on the value of other more basic underlying 

variables 

 Traded on Over-the-Counter (“OTC”) market and exchange traded markets depending on 

type of derivative 

o Larger transactions on OTC than exchange traded market but smaller number of 

transactions occur 

o Exchange traded markets contain clearing house, OTC do not but they still require 

collateral. 

o New regulations for OTC since Lehman brothers: 

 More like exchange traded market 

 Standard OTC products must be traded 

 Central clearing party used as intermediary 

 Trades to be reported to central registry 

 

 Exchange traded markets: Margin accounts (futures contracts) 

o Account settled daily 

o Must meet maintenance margin otherwise margin call.  

o To prevent default on a contract. 

o Consists of cash or marketable securities 

o Required as collateral for all traders of futures contracts  

o If insufficient margin, trade cannot be executed – investor will reduce trade size or 

top up margin to maintenance margin level. 

o Clearing house is an intermediary 

 

 OTC: equivalent of margin account 

 Cash or marketable securities put up as collateral 

 Market value of securities is usually reduced by a certain percentage amount to 

determine their value for collateral purposes. This reduction is called a haircut.  

 Moving towards exchange traded markets  

 If default, then collateral used as backup payment  

 

 Types of derivatives (mainly used by investors and corporations) 

1. Futures  

2. Options 

3. Forwards  

4. Swaps  

 Why use derivatives? 

1. Transfer risks (hedging) 

2. To speculate  

3. Lock in arbitrage profit 

4. Change nature of a liability 

5. Change the nature of an investment without incurring cost to sell and buy other 

portfolios 



6. Range of assets can be used – stocks, currencies, interest rates, commodities, debt 

instruments etc 

7. Many financial transactions have embedded derivatives  

Futures Contracts 

 An agreement to buy or sell an asset at a certain time in the future for a certain price 

 Traded on exchange traded markets  

 Uses clearing house (margin account) 

 Buy = long futures position 

 Sell = short futures position 

 Allows people who want to buy or sell assets in the future to trade with each other 

 Price of future contract 

o Determined by demand and supply  

o Contrasted against spot price. Usually not equal. May be greater or less.  

 Can close out of long/short position by taking short/long position. This would be done to 

avoid making losses from price changes.  

 If not closed out before maturity, it is usually settled by delivering the assets underlying the 

contract. Short position chooses where & when it is to be delivered.  

 

Example: 

 

Q: In January an investor enters into a long futures contract to buy 100 oz of gold @ $1,750 

per oz in April. In April the price of gold is $1,825 per oz. What is the investor’s profit or loss? 

 

A: Profit/Loss = (Spot price at future’s maturity – Futures price) x number of oz.  

Profit = ($1825 - $1750)*100  

           = $7500 

Forward Contracts 

 Similar to futures contracts, except (refer to comparison table below) 

o Traded on OTC market 

o No clearing house, although collateral required 

o Usually on interest rates and currencies 

 Price of forward contract: 

o Is the delivery price that would be applicable if it were negotiated today (i.e. it is the 

delivery price that would make the contract worth exactly zero) 

o Maybe different for different maturities  

o Relationship between foreign forward price, foreign spot price, domestic interest 

rate and foreign interest rate exists. 

Options 

 Call (buy) option: option to buy a certain asset by a certain date for a certain price  

 Put (sell) option: option to sell a certain asset by a certain date for a certain price 

 Traded on OTC market and exchange traded market 



Payoff 

XP 

SP 

Gain 

Premium 

 Price: exercise price or strike price 

 Date in the contract: maturity date or expiration date 

 European option: exercised only at maturity date 

 American option: exercised at any time during its life 

 Option holder – has the right to buy or sell.  

 Option premium: cost to buy the option, this is considered a sunk cost. 

 Price of call (buy) option decreases as strike price increases. 

 Price of put (sell) option increases as the strike price increases. 

 Option series: a specific set of calls or puts on the same underlying security, in the same 

class and with the same strike price and expiration date. 

 

Is an American or European option worth more if stock pays dividends? 

 American better if underlying option pays dividend because after a dividend is paid, the 

stock price decreases.   

Example 

Q:  

Suppose an investor instructs broker to buy Dec call option on Google with exercise price (XP) $580. 

The ask(sell) price= $35.30.  

Option contract to buy or sell is 100 shares.  

Cost to investor = $35.30*100 = $3,530 to have the right to buy Google shares at $580.  

If stock price increases to $650, what is the intrinsic value? 

 

A:  

Intrinsic value from exercising = (spot price at exercise date – strike price) x number of shares  

= ($650-$580) x 100  

= $700 intrinsic value from exercising right. 

 

Summary of Option Positions 

1. Call (holder/buyer/right to exercise - buy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Enter into this position if you believe market will increase 

• Intrinsic value: max [SP – XP,0] meaning exercise if spot price (SP) > exercise price (XP).  


